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Across 

3.    Sellers asks for the Times so that he can do    
       this on his day off (two words)  
4.    Charles tells Hilary that her name is a ___'s  
       name.  
5.    In 1968, Robert Michum recorded an album  
       which included the track, "Little Old Wine  
       Drinker Me", which later became a hit  
       for ___________ . (two words)  
6.    Victor and Charles fight a duel and Victor  
       gets shot in the arm, but he is shot by the  
       ______ who is trying to help Victor get  
       Hilary back.  
9.    Charles Delacro is an ___ man.  
10.  Deborah Kerr also plays the part of  
       ___________ in An Affair to Remember (two  
       words)  
12.  Victor challenges Charles to a duel and they  
       use this weapon  
13.  Hilary's title  
15.  Deborah Kerr also plays the part of Priscilla 
       Effington in this 1953 Cary Grant movie  
        (two words)  
16.  Stanley Donen also directed this 1963 Cary  
       Grant movie  
19.  Hilary grows these to make a little extra money  
20.  The Rhyall children go on vacation for this  
       long (two words)  
 

Down 

1.    Cary Grant was nominated for this Globe  
       Award for his portrayal of Victor Rhyall in  
       The Grass Is Greener, Best _____ in a  
       Musical/Comedy.  
2.    There was a sign that said this on the door  
       that Charles opened.  
7.    Victor is the Earl of ______  
8.    "I don't allow you to accept _____ from  
       other mushrooms," says Victor to Hilary.  
11.  The Grass Is Greener was set and partly shot at  
       _______ Park House in Middlesex, England.  
14.  In The Grass is Greener, Robert Mitchum  
       plays the part of Charles _______ .  
17.  Charles gave Hilary this luxury item (two  
       words)  
18.  To help rid Hilary of "this gracious and  
       aching and thirsting unrest," Victor gives  
       her one of these  
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